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PLAYer Name  Age/Grade Date 

Circle T (True) or F (False)  PLAYers may refer to the Rules of Golf to answer questions. 

1. You may repair ball marks on the putting green on the line of the play but not spike marks.  T / F

2. You may remove out-of-bounds stakes if they interfere with your stance or swing.  T / F

3. You may look in another PLAYer’s golf bag to determine which club was used for his/her last
stroke.  T / F

4. If your ball is not found within three minutes after you started searching for it, it is a lost ball.  T / F

5. You are allowed to play a ball that is in a penalty area, but you cannot ground your club when your
ball is in the penalty area.  T / F

6. You must re-drop the ball without penalty if the dropped ball rolls onto
and comes to rest on a putting green.  T / F

7. A player is responsible for the addition of scores on his/her scorecard.  T / F

8. If its paint is discolored, or a ball is cut or cracked, another ball may be substituted without penalty.
T / F

9. You may remove a loose impediment on your line of play either by picking it up or brushing
it aside with your hand, club or towel.  T / F

10. Loose impediments are natural objects such as stones, leaves, twigs and branches that are
unattached to a tree or bush.  T / F

Multiple Choice (Circle only one answer.) 

11. The state of the match is correctly expressed as . 

(a) holes down and number of holes to play
(b) all square and number of holes to play
(c) number of strokes down
(d) none of the above
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Multiple Choice (Circle only one answer.) 

12. When you are dropping a ball, you must . 

(a) drop the ball in the relief area
(b) let go of the ball at knee height
(c) drop the ball yourself
(d) all of the above

13. You must re-drop your ball if . 

(a) your caddie drops the ball for you
(b) you drop the ball from shoulder height

(c) you stand outside the relief area when dropping the ball and the ball comes to rest outside
the relief area

(d) all of the above

14. Which of the following are an abnormal course condition?

(a) Ground under repair

(b) A hole dug by a rabbit

(c) Divot

(d) Both a and b

15. A temporary accumulation of water is not temporary water when it
lies  .

(a) in the general area

(b) on the putting green

(c) in a penalty area

(d) in a bunker
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Using the terms to the right, place the letter in the blank that best defines each item 
listed below: 

16. Asphalt cart path

17. Irrigation  control box

18. Manufactured ice

19. Snow and natural ice

20. Sprinkler head

21. Soda can

22. Non-replaced divot

23. Spider web

24. Fallen tree branch when
not attached to tree

25. Paper cup

(a) Movable obstruction

(b) Immovable obstruction

(c) Loose impediment

TOTAL SCORE 
(number of correct answers) 

Successfully completed Re-assess 
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